
Discussion Questions for Toby Sonneman’s Lemon: A Global History

1) What were you hoping to learn from reading this book?  Did it live up to your expectations? Do you think the 
author adequately covered the topic she set out to investigate?  

2) Did you enjoy reading this book?  How do you feel about the author’s writing style? How did it add to or detract 
from your experience of the book as a whole?

3) Lemon: A Global History is one in a series of books called “Edible”, produced by Reaktion press, a publisher 
based in London. Have you read any others in the series?  Do you plan to read any more?  What, if any, 
experience have you had with other books by this publisher?

4) In her introduction, Sonneman explains her personal connection to lemons: their ubiquity in her cooking, ties to 
her Grandmother and ancestors and her enjoyment of travel. How did this influence your reading? Was it 
helpful? Did you find any of these themes continued through the rest of the book? 

5) During her research for this book, Sonneman “spent days at a working lemon orchard agriturismo” (loc. 118). 
What do you know about agriturismo? Have you ever been to one? Do you think this is something that could 
work in the US?

6) Were you surprised to find out how long ago the lemon evolved (20 million years)? If so, does this make you 
see them in a new light and rethink any of your former ideas about their place in the kitchen, garden and other 
areas of our lives?

7) Have you ever been involved with the Jewish harvest festival Sukkot? If so, please share your experiences with   
us.

8) If you have been lucky enough to visit any of the areas known for lemon orchards that Sonneman mentions, 
like Italy’s Amalfi Coast, Sicily’s Lemon Riviera or even citrus orchards in the US and Mexico, please share 
your experiences with us. How do you think these orchards affected life in these places?

9)  Sonneman describes “a garden paradise” of citrus trees grown by the Persians and Muslim Arabs, throughout  
Egypt, North Africa, Spain and Sicily. Have you studied or visited gardens in this style? For example, the Great 
Mosque of Córdoba, home courtyards in Seville and Grenada’s Alhambra palaces. If so, please share your 
experiences. What cultural practices can you think of that accompanied these gardens as they spread 
throughout civilization?

10) “The sour element, a basic principle of medieval cuisine inherited from the Arabs, recognized that the acid 
note could elevate foods as effectively as spices, awakening a dish from bland slumber,” seems to explain why 
citrus, specifically lemon, has been popular throughout history (loc 458).  Do you agree, or are there other 
reasons?  What is your favorite recipe or dish that uses the sour principle?

11) Have you studied or visited any of the cooler areas gardens that relied on greenhouses to grow citrus? For 
example, the Medici Villa di Castello near Florence and its limonaia (1540-80s?), Versailles and its orangery 
(1685), London’s Kensington Palace Orangery (1761), or Northern Italy’s Limone along Lake Garda? If so 
please share. What significance did the ability to have a constant supply of citrus bring to the owners of such 
buildings?

12) What are some connections between older methods of citrus cultivation and those that today bring us a year-
round supply?  In what ways have cultural practices related to citrus availability changed over the past 500 
years?  Similarly, how has the significance of this availability changed?

13) In chapter 6, “To and From the Golden State”, Sonneman discusses the ways in which lemons were marketed 
and advertised in the US. What parallels do you draw between those and today’s marketing of food?
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